Introduction
JioCoin is a decentralized BSC Network token that aims to bring multiple aspects together to
contribute our part to serve the humanity in terms of space technology and economy. We
strongly believe in upcoming future’s project . We will bring prosperity to JioCoin holders.
We are committed to launch multiple projects on our community and our upcoming
Launchpad, where fees and profits will be distributed among our holders over their lifetimes.
We will establish an organization for research and development work related to Crypto
Currency
We have multiple projects that will beneficial to our holders, including NFT marketplace ,
Donation/Charity platform, IDO launch pad, and Launch of Jio exchange
Our Upcoming projects will have unique concept and utility of our purpose to reach 2022 as
well as bringing up the profit for our holders. Our sub projects will also have multiple features
like staking, farming and other innovative utilities.
Buy now and hold for your future.

Total Supply

10,000,000,000
Presale - 12%
Airdrop -10%
Liquidity & burning 58.4%
Team 8%
Launchpad 7%
Future Projects 8%

Roadmap
Phase 1: Concept & Contract Creation Presale Launch Listing on
PancakeSwap, AZBIT, Hotbit, P2PB2B More coming days
Phase 2: Listing On Exchanges CoinGecko Listing CoinMarketCap Listing
Phase 3: Launchpad Donation Platform
Phase 4: Launch NFT AND Jio Exchange ( 2022 End)

PRESALE DETAILS
Total Supply For PreSale : 250,000,000
Presale Price 1 JIO= 0.01$
Pancake swap Listing Price 1 JIO= 0.2$
Min Buy : 0.1 BNB
Max Buy : 5 BNB
Pancake swap listing on Mid of Presale. Our Upcoming Exchange Listing Azbit, Hotbit, XT.COM,
P2PB2B and many more. We target to List 5-6 Exchange same days. 40% JioCoin will be Burn.

Disclaimer
JioCoin, including but not limited to the overall project, token, website, smart contracts,
and any apps ("JIOCOIN") as presented in this conceptual paper, is not a licensed,
unlicensed, or exempted financial or payment service of any kind and in any
jurisdiction. Any terminology used in this Whitepaper, on the Website, or within the app
is intended only as a basic reference, without any e active or legal meaning of the same
terms in a regulated and financial environment. JIOCOIN is a decentralized and
community-driven project and does not have owners, shareholders, promoters,
marketers, managers, directors, or other figures or entities exerting any form of
governance. JIOCOIN smart contracts are open-source, security audited, permanent,
and non-modifiable in any way.
The JIOCOIN token is strictly a utility token in all jurisdictions and cannot be considered
a "security" or otherwise regulated token of any kind. JIOCOIN is not in any way emoney and/or fiat money or an asset-backed stable coin, whether global or limited in
scope. This Whitepaper taken by itself is not a contract or a contractual agreement of
any kind, nor is it an invitation, solicitation, or to invest in JIOCOIN or acquire or use
JIOCOIN tokens in any way and with any expectation of profit from there. Any user of
JIOCOIN represents and warrants that such user has received appropriate technical,
administrative, regulatory, and legal advice before and accessing and reading this
Whitepaper or the Website and using any portion or element of JIOCOIN (including the
JIOCOIN token). The user, as a result of this, acknowledges and accepts that there is
an inherently high risk in accessing, acquiring, or using any kind of block chain and
cryptosystem, token, platform, so ware or interface, including JIOCOIN, and further
disavows any claim of any kind against any community member directly or indirectly
involved with JIOCOIN, for any damage secured, including total loss. JIOCOIN makes a
shopping website solely for the users' convenience. The Company is not a payment
processor of any kind and has no control over credit card processing. Use at your own
risk.

FUTURE Product

Crypto Exchange

NFT
JIOCOIN Vision
JIO is good to go to revolutionize and change the meaning of online shopping and crypto currency. JIO
presents to you JIOCOIN, a marketplace designed to give the customers the freedom to shop with crypto
currencies and JIOCOIN tokens. A genius unique idea that will be fueled by the local area and its trust. It
is the first of its sort to be introduced in Globally.
We have successfully completed our presale phase I and have received massive support and positive
response from all across the globe. Myriads of people globally have trusted us and joined our project.
Our current account holders have increased to 50K so, considering that, we have decided to remove the
minimum and maximum buy limit in the presale of JIOCOIN will not be just another crypto token; it will
be a revolution in the world market. A room whose direct control is in the hands of the community and
the people. Crypto currency is the next generation, and it's the full trend in the market; we are starting
with an initiative to start using crypto currency on e-commerce portals. With the same initiative, we
propose to launch an e-commerce portal in the market and use JIOCOIN as a payment method for online
commerce. JIOCOIN will never have borders; we want to create a platform where you can buy and
invest at the same time.

Thank You
JioCoin
https://jioinu.info

